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2.153 A. Definition of construction process, constructionTable 2. Holder of construction permit (investor) contract and its main features 
As per the available data in the past years (2012 - 2015) spending

on construction materials on average per year is 162.433.829 EUR 

(149.623.301 EUR in 2012, 162.983.642 EUR in 2013, 147.961.122 

EUR in 2014 and 189.167.252 EUR in 2015). 

The Law on Construction (LC) defines the construction processtomean carrying out previous activities, preparation of project documen- tation, carrying out preparatory activities, building a new construction,extension or superstructure ot an eristing construction, reconstructionand adaptation of the existing construction that includes ground actiniti
es, setting up a building structure, carrying out construction-installation 
activities and final construction activities, building- in installations or 

The construction industry in the GDP of the country participates 

with 5.7% in 2012, 7.19% in 2013, 6.9% in 2014 and in 2015 and 7.6% in 

2016.

Given these data the issue of creating a legal framework for cons 
truction that is efficient and effective and provides adequate level of 
protection for all parties involved in the process is very important.

The construction process, the basic requirements for the construc- 
tion, the necessary project documentation for obtaining construction
permit, the rights and obligations of the participants in the construction

process, the manner of use and maintenance of the construction, as well 

2 Law on Construction ("Oficial Gazette of the Republic of Macedonu' no«. 130/2009,
124/2010, 18/2011, 36/2011, 54/2011, 13/2012, 14/2012, 25 2013, 79/2013, 
137/2013, 163/2013, 27/2014, 28/2014, 42/2014, 115/2014, 149 2014, 187/2014 
44/2015, 129/2015, 217/2015, 226/2015, 30/2016,31/2016, 39/2016,71 2016 and 
132/2016). 

Total number of 38 by-laws are in force 

Law on Obligations ("Oficial Gazette of the Republic of Macedoni' nos. IS, 2001, 

4/2002, 5/2003, 84/2008, 81/2009, 161/2009 H 123/2013). 

Sprecial Usages on Construction (Official Gazette of the SFRY" nos 18/199)
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cquipment, and other activities necessary to complete the whole conc.

truction (Art.2/1/1).

to a long-term lease of :onstruction land, a of the right to construction case ,aconcesnonae ,a person e the land or the holder of the right to a long em leae ansracon
ate, of ahila As per Art.649 of the Law on Obigations (LOO) Construction 

Contract is a service contract under which the constructor undertakes ta 

build within an agreed time period, in accordance with a certain project,

a construction on a certain piece of land, or on such piece of land or exis.

ting construction carry out any other construction works, in exchange

for a price that the ordering party undertakes to pay him. 1The proposed

amendments of this article under the draft Civil Code, Book II1, Law on 

Obligations specify that the Construction Contract is a specifßic form of 

Service(Works) Contract and further details the details the deadlines 
and the activities to be undertaken by the constructor. 

Jand has transferred the right to con 
t 

by a leg 
has acquired the right to construct based tr on ad f 

judge in the course of sale ofthe rnchs construct in a bu 

sed an a decin
having acquired the right to cr 

anpy 
edure, and a person havino gt to n 

buabruptcy pro (investor). Further on, the investor by virtue 
ightto 

of At13/7 
struc unda lam 

lhe muestorn of the building ot constructions to leplestesi ta 

be obliged to entrust the designing, the design 
AtI3/) 

auadat, the cinanstv
and the supervisio 

fulfl the conditions prescribed by LC. The construcdor uadur Aals%
the LCis a legal entitythat caries out, ie.builasthe con of it, pursuant to a const ucion contract concluded with thei For carrying out these activities the legalentity sho uld be repterdin 

LOO and LCprovide for two somewhat different definitions of the 

term construction. Thus, under the LC, construction means everything

that is made by building and is attached to the land, and constitutes a 

physical, technical-technological and construction whole, including the 
built installations, ie. the equipment (Art.2/1/2). The definition under 

the LOO is more specific and descriptive providing that under construc

tion, for the purposes of this Law it is to be understood buildings, dams, 

bridges, tunnels, water supply systems, sewage systems, roads, railroads, 

wells, and other constructions whose making involves large scale and 

complex construction works.

the Central Registry tor carying out construction and/or con
d 

craftsman activities, and should hold a constructor icense' The LOO does not define the general obligtions of the paris to the constructio contract except thus the provisions ofthe Sernicesto 
Wcrk Contract are applied herefrom the service provider ie the coastructoris obliged to carry out the work as agreed and by the nules xthespeaticservice in the specified time. The LC, in Art29 provides addidonalolgations, such as to: to cary out construcion activties undertheobtanad license; carry out construction activties in line with the construchon 

Dermit, the audited basic and construction project andifa constructon
permit has been issued based on a drat project in acordance with te 
Law on Technological Industrial Development Loos and te Lzx on 

Industrial and Green Zones, to carry out construction actvnties in accor

As for the parties to the contract, the general definition of the orde-

ring party and the construction of the LOO must be read in line with the 
specific definitions of the LC. While LOO only provides that the parties 
to the contract are the orderingparty- the one who orders the building 

the service) and the construction - the one who performs the work and 

is entitled to payment, the LC allocated this roles to specific entities. Na 
mely, under the LC an ordering party may only be the persons who holds
the right to construct ie. and is obliged to pay for it and it is considered 
as an investor. The LC in Art.13/1 stipulates that holder of the right to 

construct is any legal entity or natural person who is an owner of the 

land where the construction is built, a person that has acquired the right

dance with the construction approval and the drit projat; -ep aste 

diary and a log book when carrying out the construction actimtes pro 

The LC foresees two types of licenses: Type A kor int ategor7 b-Ani

and Type B for second category buildings (Arti7/2) and defines n dt. 9 t ze 

the requirements for them. The lcenses are isued by the Chrmbs ofAhomed 

hitects and Authorized Engineers, in a procedure and undercndcvesdidby the 

LC and the relevant by-laws isued by the Minister competect in the sris cf uan 

planning (Minister of Transport and Communicaton) 
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609 authorization for a supervisory onstyc 
vide proofs of the prescribed quality for built-in construction products; 

implement measures for protection and safety at the construction site,

in accordance with the law; ensure proofs for the origin of the dimen- 

sion stone, construction sand and gravel (sale and purchase agreement, 

invoice, certificate of receipt and alike), and - provide an opinion on the 

built level of mechanical endurance, stability and seismic protection of 

the construction in the course of the building and an opinion on the bu- 

ilt level of mechanical endurance, stability and seismic protection of the 

construction upon completion of the whole construction system of the 

construction. The constructor, under Art.30/1 ofLC is obliged to assign

a construction engineer to manage the building of the construction and 
to be responsible for the fulilment of the obligations'. In the pertorman 

ce of his obligations the constructor should act with the skill and care as 

per the rules and standards of the profession. 

er The super andl ot B ervisory engnetCentral Registry for carrying out the 
pective acivity and holds a su 

pervisory license".Supervisory engineer cannot be a per shall be considered basis for permanent
Constru

revocation 
pe 

of the aut
As per the Law on Construct Art. 41-a, al of the pat 

gsterted in the 
in the legal entity, contractor of the construction unders vuperviuion, or 

erson emplorye 

veion, or t for a supervisory engineer. 

thoriuztion 
in the construction process investor, entites , 

for 
lofthe. 

desi 
caused to third partiesduring the performnace of thei ofthein

desigm, audit, cons tructing and supervision of construction), are libale for 

abligations. The legal entities for design, audit, constructing 

e the damage
contractual. 

and supervision of construction are required to have libality for the damage that could cuase to the investor or third paries The annual insured amount for the total number of constructions per yar, 

Although not direct parties to the contract the LC defines who may

be the other participants in the construction process, beside the inves-

tor and the constructor ie. the legal entities that carry out the activities 

related to designing, audit and supervision of the construction. Thus, in 

accordance with Art. 15 of LC, designer is any natural person who pre

pares projects for building the constructions and who holds an A and/ 

or B designing authorization". The designer is obliged to prepare the 

project in line with the designing standards and norms and is responsible 
tor the conformity of the projects with the construction conditions. The 

designer carries out the designing activities within a legal entity which 
is registered in the Central Registry of the Republic of Macedonia for 

carrying out a respective activity and which holds a designing license'. 

Sup 

for participants in the construction of first category buildings canno
, 

not be less than 10,000 euros in denars, and the for the constructit 
category buldings can not be lower than 5.000 euros in denars 

II. Liability for Construction

The constructor has the general duty in the construction to adhere 
to the technical documentation (which is principle is considerad as part 
of the construction contract), the technical regulations, norms and san 
dards and the rules of the profession. Thus, the constructor guntes
that in the time of the hand-over of the construction the work bas been 

performed as per the contracts, the regulations and the and ries ofthe 

professions, and that there are not any defects that hinder tbe use o the 

construction., its value or its suitability for the regular use or the use ag 

rvisory engineer, as per Art. 33 of LC, is any natural person that 

The construction engineer shall be any natural person with appropriate technical pro- 
fession, halding an authorization for a construction engineer, in accordance with LC. If 
in the course of building the construction, the constructor assigns several construction 
engineers, one shall be assigned as a head construction engineer to be responsible for 
the fulflment of the obligations defined in Art.29 of LC, as well as for mutual synchro
nization of the activities.

reed with the contract", The constructor who did not adhere to these

10 Art. 35-37 of LC 

"Art. 34 of LC Art. 17-19 ofLC 
Art. 16 of LC "CAo6OAaH ITepoBnh (rA.peaaxTop), Komeumap1a0nd0oéucaunuu thcui Asi 
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legislation 
regulating 

the 
constructio 

habilty 
Iiability 

for the de 
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construction. 

truction contract foresrules 
shall be hable for the defectsof the constr. 

ificities of the work this period is not sufficient for proper protection 

of the ordering party, so it is propsed the period for liability for hidden 

defects for construction to be set to three years following the hand-over 

(orovide alternative to Art. 660 by introduction of additional paragraph 

(2) to the article). Beside the provided deadlines for notification the 

LOO provides a shorter deadline for obsolesce (limitation) of claiming 
liability. Namely, as per the rules of liability for defects under the Service 

Contract (Art. 635) the ordering party duly notifying the constructor 

about defects in the work performed loses their rights after two years

following such notification. However, even after expiry of this time limit, 

the ordering party shall have the right, provided they have duly notified

the constructor about the defects, to object to the constructor's demand

for payment and state his demand for reduction of payment due to the 

constructor and damages compensation. The amendments to this article 

bility for the 
ar the defects of the construction and liakit.Pes 

A. Liability for Defects 

100 definesare those that tregulate the types of defects that are notrh tedto the stability and the solidness of the construction and re! 

that are related to the qualityof the so called small worksl This liability 

The general rules on the detects of the struction dby the 

ier to those

of the constructor for the construction is regulatedas per the rules on 
habilty for detects are provided within the provisions for Serm O 

Contract (Art. 660 of o). The general rule is the that ser 
provi 
Work 

ordering party will notice in the regular inspection that they are obliged 
following the inspection and the receipt of the work, will not be further

der, in this case the constructor, is liable for the visible defects that t 
P 
Droposed under the project for drafting Civil Code provide the deadline 

to be expected to two years following the notification.

to carry out upon the receiptof the work (Art.633/1,2). The constructor, 
hable for the defects that could have been noticed upon regular inspec. 
thon, unless they were aware of them and did not notified the orderina
party about them (Art. 633/3). Beside the liability for the visible defects 
the constructor is liable for the hidden as well. Thus, the ordering partyhas the right to claim liability for the defects that will appear following the inspection, under the condition they notify the constructor of this as 

The rights of the ordering party against the constructor as regards

defects in a construction shall be transferred to all subsequent acquirers 

of the construction or parts thereof with the exception that they shall not 

be granted a new time limit for notification and claim but shall have that 

granted to the predecessor (Art.661 of LOO).

soon as possible but not later than one month following their discovery. This nght ceases within two years following the hand-over (receipt) of the work (Art.634). In the process of drafting the Civil Code it was assessed that for the cases of the construction contract, due to the spe- 

The liability for the defects of the construction in principle means 

that the constructor guarantees for the manner in which the work is per- 

formed and the quality of the materials used, as well as that the construc-

tion will function as per the requirements of the contract. This liability is 

to be understood as liability for conformity with the contract and acting

in conformity with the regulation and standards of the profession. Thus 

the constructor shall be liable even when they had acted upon the ins- 

47VT2, beorp, 1995, suaH 641, cTp. 1134 [Slobodan Perovi� (ed.), Commentary of the La on Obligations, Book Two, Belgrade, 1995, article 641, p. I 134 ( reference translatedfor cunvenience)

Jeleca Vilus, Borislav T. Blagojevié, Gradanskopravna odgovornost izvodaa iproyo 
ata, Beograd, 1973, str. 224 [Jelena Vilus, Borislay T. Blagojevi�, Civil Liability o ne Coatractor and the Project Designer, Belgrade, 1973, p. 224 ( reference transtale comvenuencer)] 

"The proposed amendments aim to provide for harmonization with Article 5/1 of Di- 

rective 1999/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Councilof 25 May 1999 on 

certain aspects of the sale of consumer goods and associated guarantees; Oficial Journal 

L171,07/07/1999 P. 012 -0016

See for example the IVC.-3:104: Conformity of the DCFR [http://ec.europa.cu/justi 

ce/contract/files/european-private-law_en.pdf 
|sor 
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Thus, the need to protect the ordering party i.e. the investor, which is the 
laic party to the contract",is addressed by allocated the liability primarily ith the constructor, but also to the project designer and the supervisory engineer, and extending it for the period of ten years from delivery and 

614 

he rega-

lation of 
construction 

contract, 

the 

solidness of the 
construction. 

Thes 

understood 

to 
mean 

th 

In 
addition 

to the liability 
for the defectsa 

contract, the LOO provides for liability fo 
8 

the 

nquirements 

that arise from the legislation and the state of the art in civil

ate, ie. local urban planning documentation or the infrastructure 

struction. The solidness of th construction is tot acceptance of works. 

that the construction meets the basic or the essenti LOO, in Art.633/1 defines that the constructor is liable for any 
defects in building the construction which relate to its solidness where 

these defects are detected within a period of ten years from delivery and 

acceptance of works. The definition provided in LOO refers that the

liability is stricter than the one for the defects of the construction that 

are not related to the defects in quality of the work that endanger the
stability and safety , it relates to the building of constructions (not to 

reconstruction processes tor example) and not to temporary objects

ngineering. 
Law on 

Construction 

defir 

tion, depending 
on the purpose, 

should meet the essent 
uction defines (Art. that every construc. 

rements
construction 

anticipated by the parameters of the urban 

ribed by law. These essential require- 
endurance, stability: and

protection, 

plan or 

and other
conditions 

prescribed b 

nents for the
construction 

refer to mechanical 

ismic protection, 
fire protection, sa sanitary and health

The defects in the building of the construction cracks in the plas-
ter on the facade due to lack of quality of the performed work do not 

relate to the solidness od the construction, so the constructor is liable 

for them within the agreed period i.e. in period of 2 years following the 

delivery and acceptance of the work. 

protection 
of the working and living environment6 protection against 

noise", safety in the use", cient use of energy and thermal protecti
in the constructions01 

and technical 
characteristics of the construction products used in buil.

ding. The basic requirements for construction products, their techr 

on, 
unobstructed 

accessand movement to and 

features and other technical requirements have to conform to the law rand 

the other regulations on the quality or construction products. (Judgment of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia Reuno. 

25/200from 27.06.2002) 
The need for introducing this liability arises from the specificities of 

the construction as a process where the detects that put into question the 

stability and the safety of the construction may not appear immediately 

The Law on Obligations of Croatia (Ofieial Gazette nos. 35/05, 41/08, 125/11, 78/1s) 

uses the term 'esential requirements of a construction" (Art. 633/1) 

See Art 4 and 4+a ofLC 

See Art.5 ofLC 

As the construction is inevitably connected to the land on where 
the construction is erected,, the constructor is liable for any defects of 
the land, detected within a period of ten years from the date of delivery 
and acceptance of works. Such liability will not exist where geotechnical 
examination or other appropriate document has shown the land to be 

suitable for construction and there was no indication in the course of 

See Art. 6 of LC construction that would cause the said documents to be questioned. 
See Art. 8ofLC 

See Art 7 ofLC 

See Art. 9 ofLC 

*See Art. 11 ofLC 
In addition the LC defines the requirement's for connection to gas infrastructure (Art 
11-a, providing bicycle area (Art. 11-b) and physical infrastructure for electronic com 
munication networks for high speed transmission (Art. 11-c)

Aapxo Cnacerck, Aorosopor 3a rpaselse vo saxeAOHCKOTo H BO CnopcabenoTo mpaso,

Ckonje, 2013, cTp. 215 [Darko Spaseski, Constnuction Contract in the Mascdoian ard the 
Comparative Law, Skopje, 2013, p. 2015 (relerence translated for cowenience) 

Slobodan Perovi�, ibid, p. 1141 
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dness are applicable to t 
fect in thec desig 

nstruction is 

the Civil Code noted the ission the article has i.e. the o 

attributable to adefest in the plan (the project). The lhability aris 

construct 
conditions. The person su 

omission of the 

The rules on 
the 

labil1ty for solidn 
supervisc engineer and extended the application of the rules for the 
loss of the right to them as well. 

The issue ofthe liability tor solidness of the construction, as we haye 

arises from 
mer (prjet 

cngineer) 
in 

case 
where the 

designer to prepare the project i 

and their responsibili 
the specatic

obligation of the designer 

the desagning 
standards 

and noms 
and 

to be in 
contomity 

with the

n line with 

lready seen, is regulated in more detail compared to the regulation of the 

and relief from liability. The LOO, in Art.665 
tor the 

speciically 
regin 

provides, as 

solidness of the constructic if in the performance of speciic works

project

penising 

the work 
(supervisory 

engincer) is l1 

nstructioa 

or land is 
attnbutable to defective supe 

is liable when the defect in a 

fective supervision. The draft 
sions refer to the rules 

special rules exists. 

liability for de for defects. While in regard to the liability for defects the provi-of the service contract, for this specific lab1lty his is particularly case for the regime on reduction engincer may 
Cil Code speciies that the liability of the supervisory 

e invoked
when they failed to require the to be corrected. The 

neither the proposed amendments within the project 

specific liability of the designer 

heral rule, that the constructor shall not be relieved from liabiliry for 
exIsting legislation, neith 

for drafting Civil Code, does not foresee s 

for the defects of the land.

acted in accordance with the requirements of the ordering party. In 

spe 

the cases when they warned the ordering party before performance of a ifc work about the threat of damage, their liability shall be reduced nd where the circumstances ot a specific case so warrant, they shall be 
The LO0 in Art.662/6, specifically provides that the liahil ty 

the solidness of the 
construction cannot be contractually excluded. an 

restricted. Although the general rules of the

nossibility the parties to a contract to limit or exclude their liability, ex 

cept in the cases where the damage is caused by intent or gross negligence 
(Art. 254/1 of LOO) this specific provision prohibits such contrachual 

e contract law provide for the relieved from liability. 

The liability for the solidness of the construction is liability based 
fault. The potentially liable parties (the constructor, designer and 

supervising engineer) are each liable to the extent of their fault (Art. 

666/1). The question arises what rules will be applicable in the cases 
when the extent of their individual fault cannot be established. We be- 

lieve that in these cases the ordering party may seek remedy from them 

in solidum. The rules that have been established for the recourse among 
the parties, which will be further elaborated, confirm this position. As 
per LOO, the designer who has also been entrusted with the supervision
of the planned work is also be liable for defects in the performed work 

which are the fault of the constructor, if they could detect them through 

normal and reasonable monitoring of the work, however they have the 

right to demand appropriate compensation from the constructor". The 

person supervising the work is also be liable for any defects in the work 

performed which are the faults of the constructor, if they could detect

them through conscientious supervision of the work, but they have the 

provision. This means that even when the parties cted negligently ie 
lacked the professional skill and care required tor the performance of the 

contract they will be liable for the damage.

The liability of the constructor, designer and supervisory engineer 

extends not only towards the ordering party but also towards any other 

acquirer ofthe construction. The LO0, sets for them rules on notificati. 

on obligations that when not respected may result in loss of right. Thus, 

the ordering party or an acquirer is obliged to notify the constructor, 

designer or person supervising the work of any defects within six months 
from the moment a defect is detected. The failure to provide such noti 

fication will result in loss of the right to make claims in respect of such 

a defect (Art. 64/1). The performance of their right vis-à-vis liability 

for defects of the constructor or designer shall cease within one year 

following the notification of the project engineer or constructor by the 

ordering party or the acquirer of the defect. The working group drafting 4Art. 666/2 of LOO 
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demand 

appropriate 

compen from the con 

The LOO provides the constructot with the nght to rrcourst aga 
inst the des1gner and/ or the perwn supervisung the work. Thus, when 
the constructor paid damages compensation due to defects in the work 
rerformed they have the nght to demand compenution from the projectdestgner commensurate with the defects in the work performed attribu ble to defects in the plans and/ or from person supervisung the work the 

commensurate with the defects in the work performed ztuributable to 

defectrve supervison. 

sthion 
and the professional erpertise hence different le 

with the supervision; 

r" One could explain such difference w 
fferene
ory 

the tasks. On the other 
when the projet des1gner is entrusted wr 

to perform it the standard of skile 

that is 
relevant for the pertormance of the tasks. Iti 

d are 
needed for the pertormance of the tasks 

hand 
ndard of skills and care to be applied should

orfiarmance of the taskS. It i5 our underta

echershould observe. Both of them are obliged to diligently 
the works so 2s to prevent any detects in the construction. Hovee 
the further actrvibes related to the drafting of the Civil Code 

In the cases where the performance of one part cf the work was 

entrusted to third party (sub-constructor) and thas person is lable fo 

a defect, the constructor, where they intend to demand compensat1on 
from such a person, is obluged to notify that person about such defec 

within two months from the date he was notufied about the defecaby the 

ordering party. 

that there is no difference in the standard of skill and care the one tr tte 

perve

ison
should be revised in light of the case law, if such exists, as 

tp 

rel the currentpractice and theediligence in the supervision to be more ede 

a and similarty expresses in both cases. The further analysis ofit 

rules for hability and recourse raise the question on which rules w 

abie in imoking the liability of the designer and/or the super IIL. Non-contractual liability for construction 

nia which deadline. For this purpose one should define the nat The major amendments cf the L0O n 200s" provnided fot intro 
duction of spec1fic rules on non-contractual liability for constructuon 
The newly added artucle 165-1 introduces the Labiury for Damage from 
Construction as a special form of strict abliry (lbiry regardiess of 

fault). Thus, the awner of a bulding cr other construction is lable for

the damage caused by their destruct.onor collapse of any part thereci 
or in any other way. The owner, as in the general ries on strict labiity 
(in the national lezisiation named as Lublity for dangerous tngs and 

dangerous actrvities) shall be lable for a damage (nteral and'or

immaterial damage as may be the case) tha may occr s resalt of the 
destruction or the collapse. The Lability n thus case, is epained wi 

the rules of the theory of cceted rsk the person creatng the rik tor 
occurrence of damage shall be liable if sach damage emerges *.Causality 
in these cases is presumed ie. it is considered that the danaze cause

he relations between the ordering party and the project designer zn 

the orderingparty and the supervisor. In principle, the relation bete 

n he ordering party and the project designer in regard to the den 

eiated activites is governed by the rules ot the Service Contract. We 
the actties of the project designer go beyond the scope of the des 

oni, nd inciade activities of supervision, decision-making related to the 
s e etc. the contract will be considered as mixed coni 

et 

h eiements from the Mandate Contract and Agency thus the r 
ting them will be applied. In the case of the supervision the li 
is o the Service Contract are applied. 

Atth 3 ci LOO 
Cped to ths the L00 ofCroatia requires the same level of dil.gescei i 
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dangerous 
things thing or activity, unles 

the fault oftheinjuredparty This specificrule followsn

of the strict liability 
that the 

owner 

shall be liable for 

from a 
dangerous thing(Art. 160, LOO 

that the damage 
results from 

another u 

to the thing, 
which could not be prevented, 

163/1). The general rules also provide that 

The legal regime on the liability for construction in the Macedonian 

law is governed, primarily by the rules of the Law on Obligations and 
the Law on Construction. As the analysis shown, the national legislati 
on provides for adequate framework for the protection of all interested 

parties in the construction process as well as third parties. The process

of drafting a Civil Code of the Republic of Macedonia, provide for op-
portunity for critical analysis of the exiting provisions and amendments 
that are expected to further clarity the different roles and responsibilities 
of the parties to the construction contract and other participants in the 

process. The regulation of the contractual liability for defects in the na 
tional legislation depends of the type of the defect and the existing rules
are sufficient to provide remedy in the potential cases. The introduction 

of the new rules for non-contractual liability for construction provided 
explicit and further protection of third parties. 

iabilityif tne dnarty. This specificrule follows on the eneral rule 
r chall be liable for damage resulting 

thing (Art. 160, LOO) unless they can prove that the 
ause not incident from another unforesee: 

avoided or eliminated (Art.
hat the owner will bo 

due to an action of the injuredpartyor a third 

been foreseen and the consequences of which 
could not have from liability fully if they prove 

that the damage has occurred exclusively 
ird party, that 

hich could not have beenaavoi.

ded or eliminated; or shall be partly released from liability if the injured 

party has partly 
contributed to the occurrence of damage. 

In the same time, the owner has the right to seek compensaion 

from persons to whom fault could be 

the damage. Such persons would be the persons responsible for buildina 

the construction and their liability will be 

for liability under the Construction Contract. Namely, the LOO, regu.

lating the non-contractual liability for construction, specifically defines

that these rules do not preclude joint and several liability to the ordering 

party and contractor working on the property for the damage suffered by 
third parties. 

attributed for the occurrence of 

be established as per the rules Summary 

The article deals with the issue of the contractual and non- 
tractual liability related to construction works in the Macedonian 

law. It analyses the regime as set in the Law on Obligations and the Law 
on Construction. 

The Law on Obligations defines the rights and the obligations of 
the parties to the contract, among which special attention is paid to the 

liability for defects. Law on Construction defines specific obligations of 
the participants in the construction process. Therefore the author revi- 

ews the cases of liability of non-performance or defective performance 
of the contract and the specificities of the liability for the defects of the 
construction and liability for essential requirements of a construction.
In regard to the first issue the author provides for the general rules of 
the liability for non-performance and the defective performance of the 
contracts under the Macedonian legislation. In regard to the liability for 
the defects of the construction the legislation provides, thus the author 

The damaged party has the right to seek material damage com- 

pensation, including pure economic loss and loss of profitr", as well as 

immaterial damages (Just Pecuniary Compensation)" in the event of 

violation of personality rights (right to life, to physical and mental health, 

reputation, honour, dignity etc.)".

As per LOOforce majeure is an ertenal event which could not be predicted, avoided or 
prevented and for which none is liable (Art. 126, Art. 252 etc.).

Art. 178 ofLOO 

Art. 189 of LOO 
Art.9-a of LOO 
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